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the supercomputer glan is a machine in the
underground world of pokémon, and its unique
processing power makes it more powerful than
a game-winning pokémon. while less than 100
have been built, it is held in the highest regard
by programmers; programmers with high
programming ability are known to name
themselves after their teams' computer game
names after taking their high programming
ability. seethru the modern definition and
description of insanity, the term is not new, nor
are the behaviors or therapies that precipitate
it, but an historical review of the development of
modern thinking about insanity reveals a
cyclical progression. indeed, this is most evident
in how the term is used in the context of mental
illness, both at the individual level, as well as on
a broader societal level. elements of a
madhouse can be found in the medieval friary
which was notorious for holding the mentally ill.
while the current meaning of a mental hospital
is clearly indebted to these early institutions,
their similarities to the institution in goetzs
debut novel is evident. the picture above of the
norborn in 1554 is a key example. link to
norborne case 25 insane consequences is a
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book about a group of people who have been
labeled'mentally ill'. we follow a young doctor,
rainer raspe, in his residency at a psychiatric
hospital during a particular time in germany's
history. over time, raspe comes to realize that
his training has been colored by his own biases
and that the asylum may be a better place than
he thought. the novel interweaves the timeline
of the novel with a contemporary timeline to
allow us to see how his beliefs are slowly
changing. rather than just a narrative, insane
consequences acts as a critique of psychiatry
and mental health services, an indictment of a
medical system that is manipulated, not
necessarily by mental health professionals, but
by various figures who act to influence the
doctors decision making.
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the insane children are the enemies
encountered in earthbound. they are a fictional
alien race, created by shigeru miyamoto, who

are based on the insane cultists from the happy
happyist cult. they are a race of aliens who are
obsessed with killing all the people in the world.

to do this, they use their parasites, which are
weapons created by the insane that can absorb
the powers of other creatures. the insane are a
race of aliens who are the main antagonists in
the earthbound series. they are one of three

races that are in conflict with the protagonists
ness and his friends. they are obsessed with

killing the entire human population in the world,
and they even had the power to destroy the

entire planet. the insane child leader was a baby
doll girl, with a bloody knife in her hand and an
expression of sheer terror on her face. at the
same time, there was something else in her
eyes that alice could not quite make out. she
turned her attention to the next room, where

the now-empty looking glass station stood. the
looking glass railway ticket counter was a mess
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of crumpled tickets and torn up tickets, and the
ticket machines were smashed. further on, a
laundry line hung limply over a hole in the

ground, and a sign on the wall said “gone to the
theatre”. [3] alice spent several hours exploring

the fort resistance domain, which was now
home to the insane children. its layout was very

similar to the previous domain that alice had
visited, and the same areas were represented in
the same way: the dollmaker was in the white
tower, and the dollmaker's assistant was in the
yellow tower. her first stop was in the first room
she entered into after the stairs, which was the
case with alice's last visit as well. this time, the
child was crying loudly, and alice could hear the

child's voice through the thin plaster wall.
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